
EVALUATION OF THE QUALITY OF ULTRASOUND IMAGE COMPRESSIONBY FUSION OF CRITERIA WITH A SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINEC. Delgorge1, C. Rosenberger1, A. Rakotomamonjy2, G. Poisson1 and P. Vieyres11 Laboratoire Vision et Robotique - UPRES EA 2078IUT de Bourges - Bâtiment Reherhe63 av. de Lattre de Tassigny, 18020 Bourges Cedex, Franephone: +33 248238470, fax: +33 248238471email: Ceile.Delgorge�bourges.univ-orleans.fr2 Laboratoire Pereption, Syst�emes et Informations, FRE CNRS 2645INSA de Rouen, Avenue de l'Universit�e, 76801 Saint Etienne du Rouvrayphone: +33 232959703 , fax: +33 232959708email:alain.rakoto�insa-rouen.frABSTRACTIn the framework of a robotized tele-ehography, ultrasoundimages are ompressed and sent from a patient station toan expert one. An important task onerns the evaluationof the quality of the ompressed images. Indeed, transmit-ted images are the only feedbak information available to themedial expert to remotely ontrol the distant robotized sys-tem and to propose a diagnosis. Our objetive is to measurethe image quality with a statistial riterion and with thesame reliability as the medial assessment. We propose inthis work a new method for the omparison of ompressionresults. The proposed approah ombines di�erent statis-tial riteria and uses the medial assessment in a trainingphase with a support vetor mahine. We show the bene�tof this methodology through some experimental results.1. INTRODUCTIONThe goal of the teleoperated hain developed in the frameof the European projet OTELO (mObile Tele-Ehographyusing an ultra-Light rObot) is to allow an ultrasoundexpert to perform an ehography examination on a re-motely loated patient with a teleoperated probe-holderrobot. For suh an emergeny telemediine appliation, alow bandwidth and real time examination are the maintehnial onstraints. Due to a redued bandwidth of theavailable ommuniation links, an image ompression isneeded to deliver, from the patient station to the expertstation, ultrasound images of 'aeptable' quality and inreal time. In the framework of a robotized tele-ehography,ultrasound images are ompressed at the patient stationand sent to the speialist. These reeived images are theonly feedbak information available to the medial expertto remotely ontrol the distant robotized system [1℄. Thediagnosis made by the speialist strongly depends on thequality of these images. This work has been realized withinthe framework of the European projet OTELO wherewe had to hoose an image ompression tehnique and aperformane evaluation method.There are many methods to evaluate an image quality.In the image proessing literature, the most frequently usedmeasures are the mean square error (MSE) and the signal tonoise ratio (SNR)[2℄. They are part of the pixel di�erene-based distortion measures set and they are very populardue to their mathematial faility. Others riteria an alsobe found suh as statistial measures: Linfoot, based onthe power spetral density [3℄ or the Moran-I statistis [4℄.

The important drawbak of these riteria is the fat thatthey do not always orrespond to the human visual system(HVS), whih orresponds to an observer's visual pereption.Image quality, espeially in medial speialty, is tra-ditionally evaluated with a visual test where expertsexamine a large set of images and sore eah one on itsquality (ontrast, details) and its distortion. The mostommon psyhovisual study is the Reeiver OperatingCharateristis Curves method (ROC method) [5℄ [6℄. Suhtests are time and human onsuming ; they need a largedatabase of images to test. Also, these qualitative andsubjetive evaluations may depend on the medial speialty.Psyhovisual tests require a strit protool whih is verydiÆult to implement.If mathematial riteria an easily o�er a tool to evalu-ate the quality of a ompressed image with respet to theoriginal ultrasound image, the evaluation of a medial imageehography diagnosis remains dependant on the speialist'sability to detet eventual pathologies in one given image.This subjetive element in the linial diagnosis has led usto de�ne a psyhovisual test whose results are set as ourabsolute referene. The goal of this work is to study thebehavior of several statistial riteria ompared to a linialevaluation. Then, we propose to fusion the best riteria bytaking into aount the medial assessment. We then realizea training phase with a support vetor mahine to improvethe evaluation quality.Setion 2 presents the evaluation riteria that we testedon ompressed ultrasound images : �rst the psyhovisualtest is detailed, then 16 riteria are analyzed. Setion 3shows the learning step with the support vetor mahine.Setion 4 illustrates the eÆieny of the proposed method.Conlusion is disussed in setion 5.2. DEVELOPED METHODThe goal of this study is to �nd out a statistial riterionlose to a medial assessment for the evaluation of a om-pressed ultrasound image quality. First, we reate a psyho-visual test. This test allows us to ollet a signi�ant numberof experts' sores, whih we de�ne as our referene evalua-tions. We performed a omparative study of the statistialevaluation riteria. Seond, a fusion of the best statistialriteria was done using a support vetor mahine approah.The idea is to predit the index quality of a ompressed im-



age as lose as the experts' quality sore.2.1 The psyhovisual evaluation : the expert refer-eneWe performed a study to evaluate the quality of ultrasoundimage ompression aording to psyhovisual measures.The survey was performed on 15 ultrasound images, eahone is ompressed with 5 di�erent ompression tehniquesgiven an exhaustive database of 75 ompression results.The goal of this work is not to ompare the performane ofthese ompression methods, but to quantify the speialist'spereption of the image quality.The test was held following a rigorous protool regardingthe lighting onditions around the examinee :� the intensity of light falling on the video monitor andon the examinee's fae is measured using an inident typeexposure meter and set to 8:5 + = � 0:5 and 10 + = � 0:5,respetively.� we use a single monitor for all the examinees, its ontrastis �xed, its resolution is set to 1024x768 at 32 bits/pixel.The whole test is omposed of a sequene of 15 di�erentsreens. Eah sreen presents, for one partiular image, theoriginal image and 5 ompression results. An illustration ofsuh a sreen is presented in �gure 1. Experts have to om-pare and sort from worst to best the ompressed ultrasoundimages with respet to the original one. A sore rangingfrom 1 to 5 is given from worst to best quality, respetively.The test ampaign was held in Otober 2004 and involved12 medial experts, all speialized in ultrasonography. Foreah ompression result, we measure the sore average valuegiven by the experts. We analyse for the whole data 15 sort-ing results, whih is a permutation of f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g. The av-erage standard deviation measured on these results is equalto 0:87. We an also onlude that answers are homogeneousand results onsistent.

Figure 1: Sreen example with 5 ompressed images and areferene one presented to the expert2.2 Statistial quality riteriaThe advantage of a psyhovisual method, suh as the one de-veloped in the previous setion, is that the results are loselyrelated to the medial expertise. However, this is a very timeand manpower onsuming approah. We study some statis-tial riteria, and ompare them regarding the results of theprevious psyhovisual test. We seleted 16 riteria amongthe ones studied in [7℄(see table 1).

D1 Minkowsky - Mean absolute errorD2 Minkowsky - Mean square errorD3 Minkowsky - Modi�ed in�nity normD4 Neighborhood error - 8 neighboursD5 Neighborhood error - 24 neighboursD6 Multiresolution errorC1 Normalized ross orrelationC2 Image �delityC3 Czekonowski orrelationS1 Spetral phase errorS2 Spetral phase-magnitude errorS3 Blok spetral magnitude errorS4 Blok spetral phase errorS5 Blok spetral phase-magnitude errorP1 Peak signal to noise ratioT1 Contrast measureTable 1: Statistial riteria2.3 Similarity funtionAs we have relative measures, we ompare a sorting andnot the sore given to eah ompression result. Criteriaare sorted aording to their own variation (e.g. the PSNRvalues are ranked from their highest to lowest values, theMinkowski errors are ranked from their lowest to highestvalues). For eah sreen of the psyhovisual study, weobtain a sorting of the �ve ompression results, whih is apermutation of f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g.We an now express the omparison between eahouple of 2 images among the 5 ompression results in onesreen. With this method, we obtain 10 omparison resultsper sreen, where the value 1 is given to the image withbest quality, and value �1 to the other.For example, if we have the sorting values f3; 1; 5; 4; 2g forthe sreen fimage1; image2; image3; image4; image5g. Weompare image1 and image2 : image1 has a better qualitythan image2 as the experts give the rank 3 to image1 andthe rank 1 to image2. We obtain the following omparisonresult f1 � 1g.We then have a set S of 150 omparisons of ompressionresults for the whole test (e.g. 10 omparison results foreah of the 15 sreens).The medial assessment is expressed by a vetor Se ofdimension 150 orresponding to the omparison result ofeah ompression result for all the di�erent sreens. Theaverage sore of medial experts is used to determine thisvetor. A vetor S an be also obtained for eah statistialriterion by omparing eah ompression result given thevalue of the riterion. As for example, the omparisonresult of two ompression results, will have the value 1 ifthe �rst result has a higher PSNR value than the seund one.In order to de�ne the similarity between eah riterionand the referene given by the experts' sores, we de�ne thegood omparison rate (GCR) :GCR = 1150 150Xi=1 1fSi=Seigwhere Sei and Si are the expert values and the riterionvalues for the omparison i. This GCR measure representsthe riterion �delity to reprodue the expert judgment (avalue of 1 or 100% means a perfet method).



In order to have a more reliable evaluation, we proposea methodology to fusion di�erent evaluation riteria by tak-ing into aount the medial assessment. We use a SupportVetor Mahine (SVM) to ahieve this goal.3. LEARNING COMPRESSION QUALITYWITH SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINESSuppose we have a set of pairs fxi; yigi=1;�` with xi 2 Rdbeing a vetor of d statistial riteria desribing the qualityof a ompression of a given image and yi an index qualityof a ompression sheme. Our objetive is to learn fromthe knowledge of the training set fxi; yigi=1;�` a funtionf that will be able to predit aurately the index qualityof ompression of a new image x. Thus, our idea is to usea supervised learning framework for ahieving this goalbut also to use this ontext for fusing di�erent riteria andseleting the most useful ones.For solving this learning problem, we have used a 2-norm Support Vetor Mahines. [8℄. Hene, we are look-ing for a hyperplane in a spae H de�ned as : f(x) =Pì=1 �?i yiK(xi; x) + b that maximizes the margin betweenthe hyperplane and the projeted data point xi in H. Hene�?i are the solution of the following optimization problem :max�iPi �i � 12Pi;j �i�jyiyj(K(xi; xj) + 1C Æi;j)withPi �iyi = 0 0 � �i (1)where K is the kernel assoiated to H, Æi;j is the kronekersymbol and C a trade-o� parameter between the marginwidth and the number of training examples loated beyondthe margin.Furthermore, we are interested in knowing whih sta-tistial riteria are relevant for prediting the ompressionquality. Learning the deision funtion f , a riterion sele-tion has been performed. The variable seletion algorithmis a bakward features ranking algorithm based on the in-uene of a given riterion on the margin [9℄ . Hene, eahriterion has been weighted by a saling fator � and thesensitivity of the margin with regards to a riterion u is re-lated to jPiPj �i�jyiyj �K(xi;xj)��u j. For more details aboutthis variable ranking proedure, the reader is referred to [9℄4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSWe present experimental results of omparison with thesorting realized by a medial assessment and the 16 statis-tial riteria. The GCR between all the 16 riteria soreand the expert sore is measured, and represents a sim-ilarity of omparison we would like to maximize (see table 2).D1 0.3933 D2 0.3800 D3 0.4267 D4 0.5200D5 0.5200 D6 0.3800 C1 0.3800 C2 0.4867C3 0.5000 S1 0.4067 S2 0.3333 S3 0.3800S4 0.4133 S5 0.4133 P1 0.3800 T1 0.3467Table 2: Good omparison Rate between eah riterion andthe experts'sores.The best rate is obtained by D4 and D5 with a valueof 0.52 (that means a 52% similarity to the medial assess-ment). Based on these results, we an selet the 4 riteriapresenting the highest value in the omparison namely : D4,D5, C3, and C2.

We an note that two riteria are pixel di�erene-basedmeasures and two are orrelation-based measures.The Neighborhood Errors D4 and D5 are given byvuuuut 12(N � w)2 N�w�12Xi;j=w+12 d(C; ~C)2 + d( ~C;C)2where w = 3 for D4 and w = 5 for D5 and represent themean square error extended to a w � w neighborhood.d(:; :)is a distane metri measured between the orig-inal image C and the ompressed one ~C of size N2 pixels.The Image Fidelity C2 is de�ned byC2 = PN�1i;j=0 C(i; j) ~C(i; j)PN�1i;j=0 C(i; j)2and represents the normalized ross-orrelation measure.The Czekonowski orrelation C3 is given byC3 = 1N2 N�1Xi;j=0(1� 2 �min(C(i; j); ~C(i; j))(C(i; j) + ~C(i; j)) )We an notie that the P1 measure, also known as thePSNR (one of the most popular riterion), obtains a badsore: with a GCR rate equal to 38 % the PSNR ranks 10thamong the 16 studied riteria.In this �rst experiment, we have used the same dataas in setion 2.3 namely, 150 ompression results. Hene,we have run a SVM with a variable ranking at eah run.We have analyzed the performane of our algorithm withrespet to the ratio of examples in the learning set. Hene,for a given ratio, the learning and testing set have beenbuilt by splitting randomly all examples. Then, due to therandomness of this proedure, 10 trials have been performedwith di�erent random draws of the learning and testing set.For eah trial and run, the SVMs and variable rankingalgorithm have been performed on a large range of hyperpa-rameters values C and d the gaussian kernel bandwidth.Figure 2(a) shows the results of the riterion seletion,whih onludes that the optimal number of riteria is 6.Figure 2(b) shows the GCR with respet to the number ofompression results used in the training set. The learningis done with the 16 riteria measures. Table 3 resumes theGCR obtained by the 4 seleted riteria and shows the bestGCR obtained by the SVM.D4 D5 C3 C2 Fusion0.52 0.52 0.50 0.48 0.85Table 3: Good omparison Rate : the 4 seleted riteria andthe fusion riterion.When only 25 ompression results are used in thelearning phase by the system, the good reognition rate isequal to 60% ; the best omparison rate obtained by oneriterion among the 16 was 52% (Fig 2(b)).When 95% of the whole set (150 ompression results) is usedin the learning database, the system obtains a suessfulsore of 85% in the reognition of these same 150 results.
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(b) Comparison resultsFigure 2: Evolution of the orret lassi�ation rateThe fusion of all riteria allows a good improvement of theresults.We illustrate the eÆieny of the proposed method forthe omparison of two ompression results.The example (see �gure 3) onerns an image ompressedwith the standard Jpeg-Ls related to two ompression rates(a high ompression at 0:98% and a very high ompression at1:77%). Visually and with no expertise in ultrasound imagesanalysis, one an determine that the image B has a betterquality. The learning phase was done with the 150 previousompression results. The fusion de�nes orretly image B asthe best (see Table 4).
(a) image A (b) image BFigure 3: Two ompression results (image A and image B)of the same original ultrasound image5. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVESWe expose in this paper a omparison of some evaluationriteria to quantify the image ompression quality. We usea psyhovisual study with 12 medial experts to identify

Method A Method BD4 -1 1D5 -1 1C3 1 -1C2 -1 1Fusion -1 1Table 4: Comparison of two ompressed ultrasound imagesby the four evaluation riteria and the fusion riterion (valuefor the best image is presented in bold fae for eah riterion).the statistial riteria having the best behavior ompared tothe medial assessment. This study allows us to selet fourriteria among the 16 tested ones : image �delity, neighbor-hood errors and Czekonowski orrelation. A support vetormahine performs the fusion with the seleted riteria ando�ers a signi�ant improvement of the evaluation eÆieny.The performane of the proposed riterion provides animprovement of about 30% ompared to the best riterionfrom our survey for the quality evaluation of ompressionresults. A perspetive of this study is to use this riterionfor the omparison of ultrasound image ompression best�tted for a mobile robotized tele-ehography system.Aknowledgement : this work was funded by theEuropean Commission under OTELO projet (IST 2001-32516). REFERENCES[1℄ Smith-Guerin N. and AlBassit L. and Courreges F.and Poisson G. and Delgorge C. and Arbeille Ph. andVieyres P., "Clinial validation of a mobile patient-expert tele-ehography system using ISDN lines", Con-ferene on Information Tehnology Appliations inBiomediine, ITAB'03, Birmingham, 2003.[2℄ Deepak S. Turaga and Yingwei Chen and JorgeCaviedes, "No referene PSNR estimation for om-pressed pitures", Signal Proessing : Image Commu-niation, 19, pp. 173-184, 2004.[3℄ Christine Fernandez-Maloigne, "Couleur numerique etpsyhometrie", Computer Art Journal, 1(1), 2004.[4℄ Tzong-Jer Chen et al., "A novel image quality indexusing Moran I statistis", Physis in Mediine and Bi-ology, 48, pp. 131-137, 2003.[5℄ H. Lamminen and K. Ruohonen and H. Uusitalo, "Vi-sual tests for measuring the piture quality of teleonsul-tations for medial purposes", Computer Methods andPrograms in Biomediine, 65, pp. 95-110, 2001.[6℄ B. Kassai et al., "A systemati review of the aurayof ultrasound in the diagnosis of asymptomati deepvenous thrombosis : preliminary results", Journal ofThrombosis and Haemostasis, I-supplement 1, n P1443,2003.[7℄ Ismail Avibas and Bulent Sankur and Khalid Say-ood, "Statistial evaluation of image quality measures",Journal of Eletroni imaging, 11(2), pp. 206-223, 2002.[8℄ N. Cristianini and J. Shawe-Taylor, "Introdution toSupport Vetor Mahine", Cambridge University Press,2000.[9℄ A. Rakotomamonjy, "Variable seletion using SVM-based riteria", Journal of Mahine Learning Researh,3, pp. 1357-1370, 2003.
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